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High fidelity computations were carried out to analyze the orbiter LH2 feedline flowliner. Computations 
were performed on the Cohmbia platform which is a 10.240-processor supercluster consisting of 20 
Altix nodes with 512 processor each. Various computational models were used to characterize the 
itbsteady flow features in the turbopump, including the orbiter Low-Pressure-Fuel-Turbopump (LPFTP) 
inducer, the orbiter manifold and a test article used to represent the manifold. Unsteady flow originating 
from the orbiter L P R P  inducer is one of the major contributors to the high frequency cyclic loading that 
results in high cycle fatigrre damage to the gimbal flowliners just upstream of the LPFTP. The flow fields 
for the orbiter manifold and representative test article are computed and analyzed for similarities and 
differences. The inccmpressibl e Navier-Stokes flow solver INS3D, based on the artificial compressibility 
method, was used to compute the flow of liquid hydrogen in each test article. 
Intro d u c ti0 n 
I 
Liquid rocket turbopunips operate under severe conditions and at very high rotational speeds. The orbiter 
Low-Pressure-Fuel-Turbopump (LPFTP) creates transient flow features such as reverse flows, tip 
c.1 earance effects, secondary flows, vortex shedding, junction flows, and cavitation effects. Flow 
kusteadiness originated from the inducer is considered to be one of the major contributors to the high 
€i-quency cyclic loading that results in cycle fatigue. The reverse flow originated at the tip of inducer 
blade travels upstream and interacts with the bellows cavity. Off-design operation conditions further 
increases the likelihood of cavitation. Vapor cavities typically form in the inducer, wherein the operating 
pressure is close to the vapor pressure of the liquid hydrogen. The inherently unsteady nature of some 
these cavities may lead to coupling of these phenomena with other transient flow features, such as 
backflow and turbulent borrndary layer. 
Various computational modcls and high-fidelity coinputations were carried out in order to characterize 
various aspects of the flowfield near the flowliner. Results including 14 inducer rotations of a straight 
pipe model with the L P m P  inducer and 5.5 inducer rotations of the LPFTP inducer with the addition of 
upstream and downstream flowliners including 38 slots, an overhang area between the liners, and the 
be1!ows cavity have been reportsd. The incospressible Nal*ier-Stokes flow solver INS3D, based on the 
krtif'icial compressibility method, was used to compute the flow of liquid hydrogen in each test article. 
A11 computations included tip leakage effects and a pump operating condition of 104.5% RF'L power- 
Ievel. The findings include, a significant time-periodic back-flow generated by the inducer reaching 15- 
20pe of the tip velocity and a jet f low of 10-1596 of the inducer tip speed which penetrates into the 
beYlows cavity creating an unsteady recirculation region in the cavity. The reverse flow and unsteady 
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recirculation regions create an unsteady interaction between the duct and the bellows cavity resulting in 
high frequency cycle loading. The back-flow also creates swirl in the bellows cavity on the order of 10% 
of the inducer tip velocity. 
Additionally, the LPFTP inducer with flowliner geometry is further analyzed and 12 inducer rotations 
hare been completed to better represent the time-periodic nature of the flow field. A parametric study is 
performed to compare the flowfield of the original and proposed modifications to the upstream and 
downstream slots. The proposed modifications would entail enlargement by polishing to eliminate 
cracks. The purpose of this study is to determine if significant changes to the flow field would occur due 
to the enlarged slots. Furthermore, the flow through the orbiter fuel feedline manifold and the flow 
through representative test article are computed. The objective of simuIating the flow field through the 
manifold and the test article is to characterize the similarities and differences hetween the two 
rcorfi gurations. 
Computational Models 
The computational grid system representing the test article coiisists of a straight inflow pipe extended 
upstream a length of four times the diameter of the pipe, the flowliner component, followed by the 
inducer component. The grid system includes 38 upstream slots, 38 downstream slots, and the overhang 
area between liners and the bellows cavity. It consists of 264 overlapping grids with 65.9 Million grid 
points. Details of the grid system are shown in figure I. The flowliner component consists of an 
asisymmetric chamber around the external wall of the pipe, and two rows of slots in the streamwise 
direction. Each slot is a rectangular shaped hole with rounded comers. On the outside wall of the 
chamber are the bellows which are shaped like 10 periods of a sine wave. The bellows cavity is 
connected to the duct via the overhang area and the slots. Two-dimensional overset grids are first created 
for the bellows, side walls and the overhang area of the bellows cavity. These are then revolved 360 
degrees to form the volume grids. Each slot consists of a body-conforming grid and a warped Cartesian 
core grid in the middle of the hole. The flowliner component alone contains 212 grids and 41 million 
points. 
In order to speed up and automate the g i d  generation procedure, a script system has been developed to 
automatically and rapidly perform the various steps of the grid generation process prior to the use of the 
flow solver. Special procedures were developed to automatically create grids for each component type. 
The types included in the script are Blade, Pipe, Ring, Nose, Flowliner, and Strut. The Blade component 
is one of the most common parts of a liquid rocket subsystem and may contain multiple sections of one or 
more sets of different blades, (e.g. inducer, impeller, diffuser). The Pipe and Rmg components are used to 
connect different blade components. Pipes can be straight or curved and are bounded by the shroud. 
.Rings can only be straight and are bounded by both the hub and the shroud. The Nose component is a cap 
that fits at the start or’end of the hub. The flowliner is a highly complex part with bellows, and slots. The 
Strut component consists of multiple blades connected to brackets at the shroud end and a centra1 hub at 
the other end. The strut component was not used in the test article. 
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Figure 1. (a)  Surface , ~ d s  for LPFTP inducer and the Liquid LH, flowliner. (b) Details of the flowliner 
overset grid system. 
The orbiter fuel feedline nianifold grid system consists of an inflow pipe, the manifold, three exit pipes 
with el bows to the main engines, and two short exit pipes; one for the re-circulating pump and the other 
for [he fill and drain line. (see figure 2(a)). The re-circulating pump and fill and drain line are not 
included in the computational model so we have closed these two exit pipes. All pipes are connected to 
the  manifold via internal colIar grids. The upstream side of the inflow pipe and the downstream side of 
the exit pipes are modeled by body-conforming 0-grids with a singular polar axis running down the core 
of the pipe. In the regions of the inflow and exit pipes that are near the manifold, the singular axis is 
airoided by adding a warped Cartesian core grid. Body-conforming grids are used for the walls of the 
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manifold. A series of uniform Cartesian grids are used to occupy the core of the manifold. The entire grid 
system consists of 38 grids and 12 million points, (see figure 2(a) and 2(c)). A separate computational 
iirodel was generated for the representative manifold test article (see figure 2(b)). The computational grid 
i-epresenting the test article is created using 0-H grids consisting of six overlapping zones and a total of 
7.1 million grid points. 
(a) !b! 
Figure 3. (a) Details of orbiter fuel feedline manifold, (b) representative test article. 
7 .  1- rigenre 3. (c) Petails of orbiter fuel feedline manifold. 
Numerical h/Ietfrsd 
The present computations are performed utilizing the INS3D computer code. m'hich solves the 
Incompr-esslble Navier-Stohes equations for both steady-state and unsteady flows. The numerical solution 
91' the incompressible N!a\*ier-Stokes equations requires special attention in order to satisf) the 
c3i I ergence-free constrainr on the ~elocit!~ field. The incompressible formulation does not explicitl!. jsield 
:h: pressure field from an equation of state or the coritinult~ equation. One $3 a!' to a\  oid the difficulty of 
the elliptic nature of the equations is to use an artrficial compressibility method, de\ eloped bq Chorin’. 
The artificial compressibility method introduces an artificial time-derivative of the pressure into the 
continuity equation. This transforms the elliptic-parabolic type partial differential equations into the 
hyperbolic-parabolic type. An incompressible flow so l~e r ,  INS3D, has been de\ eloped’.‘ based on this 
a1 gorithm. Since the convective terms of the resulting equations are hyperbolic, upurind differencing can 
be applied to these terms. The current version uses Roe‘s flux-difference splitting’. The third and fif& 
order upwind differencing used here are implementations of a class of high-accuracy fl ux-differencing 
schemes for the compressible flow equations. To obtain time-accurate solutions, the equations are 
iterated to con\.ergence in pseudo-time for each physical time step until the divergence of the \ elocity 
field has been reduced below a specified tolerance value. The total number of sub-iterations required 
varies depending on the problem. time step size and the artificial compressibility parameter used. 
T~ylcalll, the number rac5es from 10 to 30 sub-iteratiom. The matrix equation is solved iterati1,ely b!. 
Izg a non-fac:xd 5zt:w-Seiclel :>’?? Iine-;-e!z:,a:ion scherne”. I*.~,LC’I =iainial, s:a>l!it) 2nd a!lou s a 
l.;rgs psrcdo-time siep 10 he ta1.m Current computar,ims ha\ e b x n  carried ow m i ~ ;  hl”ulci-Le\ 21 
Px-dlelism (h4LP) on SGI-Origin and SGI-Altix pladbmis. 
. .  
F1 o 1 in er Analysis 
I n  all computations, the inducer tip leakage effect is included and the pump operating condition is 
!C4.5% W L  power-level. The problem was non-dimensioiialized with a reference length of one inch and 
inducer Lip \,eiocity. The Reynolds nuniber for these calculations is 36 hhilion. Liquid Hydrogen is 
{reared as an incompressible single phase fluid. An initial condition of flow at rest and no inducer rotation 
is used to start the computations. The inducer is then rotated at full speed as a start-up procedure. Mass 
flow is specified at the inflow and pressure is extrapolated at the outflow along with a mass-flow 
cm-ection. Simulations for 12 inducer rotations were completed, we present instantanzous snapshots of 
particle traces and surface contours of axial and cross-flow velocities in i! 3 0  perspective. 
In figure 3(a) particles are released from one upstream dot, one downstream slot, and from the olrerhang 
%rea. In figures 3(b)-3(d) the particles are released from each of the 38 downstream slots. The mean flow 
direction is from left to ri:ht in the figure 3(a) and figure 3(c). towards the inducer. In figure 3(b) and 
figure 3(d) we are viewing the flowliner from the inducer. The figures are snapshots from particle trace 
mimations that hare eve!\ ed for one and a half rotations. The particles are colored by the axial velocity 
\-dues ranging from -30% to ~30% of the inducer tip speed, see (figure ?(a)). The particles released from 
both upstream and downsseam sloLs in figure 3(a) are interacting uith neighboring slots traveling from 
:he duct to the bellows c a \ i t ~ -  and from the bellows cavity to Lhe duct. This indicates a highly unsteady 
interaction between the flon, field in the bellows cavity and the flow field in the duct. The su.irl present in 
;he particle trace appears to be h.ipher- in rhc do\Axslream slols \\rhere particles have traced four and half 
slots while the upstream prticles ha\ e traveled only two and half slots. The particles released from the 
olrerhang area tend to tra\ e1 into the bellows cavity u.ith the exception of a few particles traveling into the 
duct. In figure 3(b) we are observing the particles from the inducers perspective where w e  can see the 
pr!!cles mc?ving into and out of the hello\+rs ca\.iti- tbzough the slots. There are four regions of positii e 
i elocity particles traveling from the walls tov,’ard the center. These are particles released from the slots 
nrhich do not interact with che four reverse flow re jons  I created by the inducer. ,4nalyzing the interior of 
:he duct we can see the existence of the swirl near the donmstream flon‘liner. 
Exaxining figure 3(c) we can see that some of the particles released from the slots trarel to the overhang 
region .where they interact with the reverse flow and some of the particles become trapped in the bellows 
ca! ity. This suggests that some particles are recirculating through the overhang area into the bellows 
ca\.ity and through the slots into the duct. This unsteady interaction between four backflon. regions 
generated by the inducer and the secondary flow features in the bellom’s cavity lead to a break up of the 4 
theh forcing function in the flowliner area. Figure 3(d) suggests the existence of a 5 theta forcing 
in\ estiiations should be conducted. 
Figure 3. Instantaneous sxpshots of particle traces color-ecl by axial elocitj. izalues. 
1;; figures I(a) and 4(b) particles are released from Lhe upstream slots and e\.ol\ e for fi\ e inducer 
i-otarions. The color of the rm-tides represent foruvard flow (blue) and b a c h  ar-d flou. (red). We see from 
the figures that the particles are driven towards the center of the duct and travel to the inducer where 
some of the particles are trapped into the backflow regions with the 4theta forcing function. Infigures 
3 ( c )  and q d )  the particles are released from the dou'nstream slors and evolve for five rorations. In figure 
3(c) the particles are colored the same as in the previous two figures. MJe obsen e a much more 
complicated flow structure ivhere many of the particles travel into and out of the bellows cavity. Figure 
4Cd) we have multi-colored the particles with axial t-elocitJ. in order to illustrate their presence in the 
bellows cavity. When the particles are released from the downstream slots they are under the influence 
of the backflow and swirl such that fewer particles travel towards the inducer. 
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Figure 4. Instantaneous snapshots of particle traces colored by axial velocity values. 
Figure 5 displays &e aj;ial i elocitj. coiiioill's on a .i .~~%cal plane. D i e  io &e niini"ur of S ~ S ~ S .  ii k i d i  is 38 
inslead of 36, there is a lack of symmetry on the vertical plane. To create this figure the data on each of 
;he structured overset g-ids are cLlt v ertically and pro-iected onto an unstructured two-dimensional surface. 
Inherent in this process is the creation of small discontinuities in the contours between 
~~~~ 
rerset grids that 
do liot line up with one to one matching in the selected two-dimensional plane. The contours show strong 
i-e\ erse flow regions coming from the blade, traveling rhrough the overhang region creating a jet like 
flou. on the order of 10% of the inducer tip speed. The backflow regions travel up from the inducer 
blades to the upstream flowliner. 
Figwe 5 .  Instaneous axial YeIocity contours on a 7, ertical plane (1 ?* ;.otation). 
Figure 6. Instantaneous axial velocity contours on vertical, circumferential, and cross-sectional planes. 
Figure 6 pro\.ides a 3D perspecrive of the axial flow contours displaying vertical, circumferential, and 
cross-sectional contour planes. Evidence of a strong reverse flow generated by the blades that travels to 
:he upstream flowliner is seen as in the previous figure. Examining the cross-sectional contour planes 
wrrounding the upstream and downstream flowliners we see stronger reverse flow regions in the 
donmstream flowliner than in the upstream flow!iner. Additionally. figure 7 displays the cross flow 
I elocity magnitude at the same cutting planes as the previous figure. The cross flow velocity is highest 
near the blades of the inducer and coincides with the largest reverse flow regions. At each of the slots of 
:he downstream flowliner high magnitude cross flow velocity contours are found in the bellows cavity 
cznd in the duct which pro\.ides evidence of the strong unsteadv interaction of the flow through the slots 
betifreen the bellows cavity and the duct. The order of magnitude of the swirl in the duct near the 
dou nstream liner is15% of the inducer tip speed while at the upstream liner the swirl in the duct is less 
:Iim 3% of the inducer tip speed. Alternatively the swirl maintains a higher \ .due in the bellows cavity 




Figure 7 .  Cross-Flow velocity magnitude at instantaneous time (1 Zth rotation). 
Clnz of the reconmendations to repair any new cracks found on the flowliners is to polish them such that 
:hc cracks are removed. This procedure makes the polished slots larger than the orizinal size. A 
caziputational model is created such that one upstream flowliner slot and one downstrean1 flowliner slot 
is 30% larger in width and 7% larger in length than the neighboring slots. Initial conditions for this 
xc)!u:ion were started from the eighth inducer rotation of the original configuration. The solution is then 
imiputed for four additional inducer rotations and the solutions for both the original and modified 
c.xdiigurations are compared. The purpose of the t\i\po coniputations is to determine if the existence of 
1, l i c l  ..- gu- -. slots than the others creates any si,onifiicant differences in the f l n a  field. 
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7 - 5  r + r e  ~ 8. Velocity vectors at instantaneous time in the upstream liner slots (original conflyation). 
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Figare 9. Velocity vectors at instantaneous time in the upstream liner slots (one enlarged slot). 
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Figure 10. Velocity vectors at instantaneous time in the downstream liner slots (original coiifi guration) 
Figrrre I I .  L'elocit). vectors at  instantmeous time in the dov nstI-eani Iiner slots (one enlarged slot) 
A detailed look at the velocity fields in the slots reveals some quantitative differences. In figure 8 the 
velocity vectors inside the original upstream liner slots are shown. Analogously, in figure 9 the velocity 
hectors inside the enlarged upstream slots are displayed. The larger slot is located at the center of the 
picture. In both designs a large velocity magnitude exists at the upstream edge of each of the slots. In the 
edarged slot a slightly hi_ohcr - velocity magnitude region is created near the downstream edge ef the slot. 
Qualitatively, the velocity fields are very similar and it appears that enlarging one slot does not affect the 
i l a v  field in a significant way. Figures 10 and 11 show the velocity vectors at the original and enlarged 
dou.nstream flowliner slots at another instantaneous time. The only noticeable difference is the 
apwarance of a secondary ilow region near the base of the enlarged slot. 
i n i + d l y ,  steady-state calculations n'ere conducted for both the orbiter manifold and the representative test 
article. The calculations for the orbiter manifold did not converge to a steady solution because of high 
3 Grid resolution which captures the fine scale unsteady details that exist in high Reynolds number flows. 
Then, time-accurate calculations were performed and the mean f low results are presented here. For both 
of these computations the same non-dimensionalization is used as in the flowliner analysis including a 
Reynolds number of 36 miIIion based on the inducer tip speed and the reference length of an inch. 
Consistent inflow and exit boundary conditions are used for the test article and the orbiter manifold. such 
that the test article exit and the three engines downstream of the orbiter manifold receive the same mass- 
floa. rate. ,4t the inflow, the mass-flow rate is specified with a corresponding turbulent r.elocity profile 
end ;he pressure is calculated through the characteristic relation. At the exit the pressure is extrapolated 
2nd the mass-flow rate is enforced. 
8': 
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Fignre 13. Total velocity magnitude contours at the outlet of the orbiter manifold and inlet to the LPFTP. 
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Figure 13. Delta pressure contours at the outlet of the orbiter manifold and inlet to the LPFTP. 
'The orbiter manifold dispIayed in figure 12. is qualitatil ely different for each of the three outlet sections. 
;=ti3 none of these sections ai-e represented M ell by the test article results. Figure 13 also shon s that a 
Isrse velocity profile has de\ eloped at the outer wall of the engine I feedline. while the high 1 elociry 
Yesion is better distributed around the entire wall of the engine 3 feedline. and high-low veloc~t)~ regions 
tw2r the walls of the engine 2 feedline are not well-developed The exit pressure in engine 2 has 
c"m\ erged to 1.3 psi less than the emt pressure alue of engine 1 and engine 3. see figure 13. One of the 
primarj> reasons for the different velocity profiles a d  pressure contours at the three engine feedlines is 
the difference in lengths of the engine feedlines PldditionaIly the 1 elocity profiles for each of the three 
engines are different as the) leal e the manifold 
Figure 14 displays the velocity magnitude on the vertical plane of the test article. X vi ell-de\ eloped 
suaight pipe turbulent profile is ohsenred in the inlet and outlet sections. The i m q e  shon s a \ ery high to 
1 cr j  low velocity magnitude on the inside of the first bend, while at the second bend the 1 elocitp is more 
uniform Figure 15 displaps the pressure profile on the vertical plane M hich looks similar to the pressure 
pr-ofTle of an inviscid pipe flow, this is expected from the high Re!nolds number. The 1 er-tically sliced 
, .z ixi ;> and pressfire prof;,!?; obtzinecl f ~ ~ i  the orbiter mar;ifo!d colution 2re quaIitati1 e!!. different the2 
:hosf computed in the test arricIe. 
rl-k '\ elociq, magnitude cm:3urs s h c ? ~ ~ n  in figwe 16 and pressure contor-s shon*n In figure 1 7 illustrates 
h r  each engine LPFTP receii es a different idlo\+ i eloci~! profile and a different inlet pressure than 
o%eri ed for the test a~-tic]? 
Figure 14. Total velocity magnitude contours on 
the vertical plane of the A1 test stand. 
<,.-.,; 
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Figure 16. Total velocity magnitude contours on 
!he vertical planes of the orbiter manifold. 
Figure 15. Pressure contours on the vertical 
plane of the AI test stand. 
Figure 17. Pressure contours on the vertical 
planes of the orbiter manifold. 
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Figure 18. Total velocity nxignitude contours at various cross-sections of the test article niodel 
i n  figure i 8 the veiociry niagnitude is dispiaj,ed ar \ arious cross-secLions or ihe test article. The fro\$ 
&r-ection is from the top of the figure to the bottom. The \ elocity profile is uniform before che first turn. 
Then it becomes non-unifmni after the first turn, but it rerurns to a more uniform distribution toward the 
en3 of the pipe. 
Ir,dacer- rotations are simulated in  order to undei-stand the root cause of che f l o ~  liner crack problem CFD 
.-A I ,xults 7 
LFF-TP Inducer and secoildarq flow regions ~n the bellous ca\ it\ through the flovliner slots I t  is 
clSscr-\ ed that the s'u 11-1 013 the duct side of the do\& nstream flo\+rliner I S  stronger than on the duct side of 
:he upstream flowliner Due to this svi Irl. there are more significant ~insteady flon interactions through 
confirmed that there is a strong unsteady interaction betu een the backflow regions caused by the 
- 
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the downstream slots than those observed in the upstream slots. A parametric study was performed to 
compare the flourfield in the flowliner area when one upstream slot and one corresponding downstream 
slot are enlarged. No significant differences were observed between the flom-field obtained from the 
enlarged slot configuration when compared with the original configuration. hfore cases must be analyzed 
with various enlarged slot configurations to generalize this observation. The flow through the test article 
and the flow through the orbiter fuel feedline manifold were simulated without the LPFTP. It was 
observed that incoming flow to the flowliner and inducer was more uniform in the test article then in the 
orbiter manifold. Additionally, each engine LPFTP in the orbiter receives significantly different velocity 
distributions. Because of these differences observed in the computed results i t  is not possible for the test 
article to represent the three different engine feedlines simultaneously. 
The au~hors are grateful to <41ex Tee for- K s  help in CAD work, to Tim Sandstrom and to David Ellsnibi.ih 
for their help in the \ isualization work. 
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